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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a design methodology for a fully integrated narrow-band low noise amplifier (LNA). To 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, an LNA for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth standards at 2.4 GHz 

is conducted. The design circuity is implemented using 0.18 µm TSMC CMOS technology; however, the 

methodology can be equally applied to any process node. Optimum transistor sizing and biasing to achieve 

minimum noise figure (NF) and maximum power gain without violating the specified power budget are attained 

by this methodology. It also specifies the criteria for choosing the on-chip RF inductors based on the quality factor, 

self-resonance frequency and area. The demonstrated LNA design achieves a power gain (S21) of 22.75 dB, an 

input return loss (S11) of –30.11 dB, a reverse isolation (S12) of –60.49 dB and an output return loss (S22) of –11.23 

dB. The linearity parameters of the P1-dB compression point and IIP3 are –19 dBm and –13.5 dBm, respectively. It 

produces an NF of 1.75 dB while consuming 6.16 mW from a 1.8 V power supply. 

KEYWORDS 

Design methodology, Front-end receiver, LNA, Wireless network, Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11 b, IEEE 802.15.1, 0.18 

µm CMOS. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are ubiquitous among almost all modern devices, as they are used to connect users 

to the Internet and other peripheral devices. There is a need for high-performance, low-power and low-

cost devices to keep up with the customers’ need for battery-operated devices. CMOS technology has 

been very popular in building these devices due to its superior capability of integration, low cost, low 

power and accessibility. The design of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth front-end receivers is challenging due to 

several opposing requirements. One of the main building blocks of the front-end receiver is the low 

noise amplifier (LNA), as it determines the noise figure (NF) and hence the overall sensitivity of the 

receiver. 

The key performance metrics in designing the LNA include NF, power gain, linearity, input-output 

impedance-matching circuits, stability and reverse isolation. Indeed, all these design parameters are 

equally critical, but there are unavoidable trade-offs among them when attempting to build an optimum 

LNA [1]-[3]. Due to this complex inter-relationship among all these entities, there is a need for a simple 

and precise methodology to obtain optimal performance for a given LNA. 

There is a wealth of prior art that has been published optimizing the design of LNA and its performance 

parameters using different topologies and different techniques. However, there is a lack of a simple and 

comprehensive design methodology that guides the RF designer through different steps, starting from a 

set of design specifications to the optimal design parameters [4]-[9].      

This paper presents a simple, concise and comprehensive design methodology for narrow-band LNA. 

The proposed design methodology specifically explains the topology selection with detailed analysis. 

In addition, the methodology uses gm/ID technique to select the optimum transistor sizing and biasing to 

achieve minimum NF and maximum power gain without violating the specified power budget. It also 

specifies the criteria for choosing the on-chip RF inductors based on the quality factor, self-resonance 

frequency and area. Although the methodology utilized the 0.18 µm process node, it can be easily 

extended to any other process node. 
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the design methodology for narrow-band LNA 

operated at 2.4 GHz. In Section 3, the simulation results are presented and compared with those of some 

recently reported works. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4. 

2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

This section depicts the proposed design methodology demonstrated with LNA for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. 

The flowchart illustrated in Figure 1 summarizes the steps to be followed in designing a narrow-band 

LNA with optimal performance parameters. The methodology starts with the targeted design 

specifications and ends up with optimal design parameters. The main steps of the flow charts are given 

in the following sub-section and Section 3. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Proposed design methodology flowchart. 

2.1 Target Specifications 

As the first order of business, when designing an LNA, it seems appropriate to know the target 

specifications. This is done in terms of several various parameters, like noise, gain, linearity, input and 

output reflection coefficients. These parameters differ from one application to another.  The 

demonstrated LNA is targeting Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Zigbee applications. The target design 

specifications for each application are summarized in Table 1 below based on [4], [10]-[14].  

Table 1. LNA design specifications. 

Performance parameters 

Bluetooth @ 

IEEE 802.15.1 

Wi-Fi @ 

IEEE 802.11 b 

Noise Figure (NF) < 3.5 dB < 3.5 dB 

Power Gain (S21) > 15 dB > 15 dB 

1dB Compression Point > -20 dBm > -20 dBm 

IIP3 > -15 dBm > -15 dBm 

Input Reflection Coefficient (S11) < -10 dB < -10 dB 

Output Reflection Coefficient (S22) < -10 dB < -10 dB 

Reverse Isolation Coefficient (S12) < -40 dB < -40 dB 

Power < 10 mw < 10 mw 
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2.2 Topology Selection 

The second step is to choose the topology that best suits the design specifications for the targeted 

applications. The IDCCS topology has been chosen for several reasons that will be discussed in detail 

in this section. 

2.2.1 Inductively Degenerated Cascoded Common Source (IDCCS) LNA 

As a starting point, a simple CS LNA is selected, as shown in Figure 2. The input impedance is 

dominated by the gate-source capacitance (Cgs). So, it is hard to achieve a pure real impedance without 

an input impedance matching network. 

One of the input impedance matching networks that may be used is a parallel resistor at the input to 

match with the source resistor, but this is not an optimal solution. Although it may provide the real part 

of impedance, the imaginary part still exists due to CMOS parasitic capacitance. Also, it adds thermal 

noise that increases the overall LNA NF. 

One of the best solutions to achieve real impedance matching without using a resistor and improve the 

LNA NF is IDCS topology [4], [15]. IDCS topology uses gate and source inductor to match input 

impedance, as shown in Figure 3. Gate inductor (Lg) dominates the input capacitance of CMOS (Cgs) by 

forming a series LC circuit at the desired frequency; source inductor (Ls), input transistor 

transconductance (gm) and Cgs of IDCS produce a real impedance to match the source impedance without 

using a resistor. 
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Figure 2. Simple common source CMOS LNA.                    Figure 3. IDCS LNA topology. 

2.2.2 Inductively Degenerated Cascoded Common Source (IDCCS) LNA 

A small-signal equivalent circuit of the input stage of IDCS CMOS LNA is shown in Figure 4, where 

the input impedance is Zin. 

Applying KVL in the input loop of the circuit in Figure 4, Zin can be found by the following Equations: 

Vin = Iin ∗ SLg +
Iin

SCgs
+ (gm ∗ Vgs + Iin)SLs                                           (1) 

where: 

Vgs =
Iin

SCgs
                                                                         (2) 

By substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1), we have: 

          Vin = Iin ∗ SLg +
Iin

SCgs
+ (gm ∗

Iin

SCgs
+ Iin)SLs                                            (3) 

Then, the input impedance can be found as: 

          Zin =
Vn

Iin
= S(Ls + Lg) +

1

SCgs
+

gm∗Ls

Cgs
                                                 (4) 

By replacing 𝑠 = 𝑗𝜔, we have: 
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      Zin =
Vn

Iin
= jω(Ls + Lg) +

1

jωCgs
+

gm∗Ls

Cgs
                                                  (5) 

The real and imaginary parts of the input impedance are shown in Equation (6) and Equation (7), 

respectively: 

Re( Zin) =
gm∗Ls

Cgs
                                                                   (6) 

Im( Zin) = jω(Ls + Lg) +
1

jωCgs
                                                       (7) 

The input impedance of IDCS LNA is similar to the series RLC circuit shown in Figure 5, where the 

first term and second term shown in Equation (5) are inductive and capacitive, respectively, while the 

third term is a resistive impedance. 
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     Figure 4. Small-signal equivalent circuit                     Figure 5. Input equivalent circuit of  

         of the input stage of IDCS LNA.                                              IDCS LNA. 

So, IDCS LNA achieves a resistive input impedance without using a resistor. Generating a resistive 

impedance using a degenerative source inductor does not generate as much noise as a real resistor; it 

helps minimize the LNA NF. 

To match the input impedance with the source impedance (Zo) that is usually equal to 50Ω, the real part 

of Zin, Re(Zin) should be equal to 50 Ω. It depends on transconductance, source inductance and Cgs.  

Also, the imaginary part of Zin, Im(Zin), should be equal to zero, which occurs only at a particular 

frequency. This frequency is called the resonance frequency ω°, where ω° is expressed as in Equation 

(8) [16]. 

ω° =
1

√(Ls+Lg)(Cgs)
                                                                     (8) 

At other frequencies, we can’t get pure resistive matching. It is worthy to note that the desired matching 

impedance can be achieved at a particular frequency. Thus, the IDCS topology is proposed for NB LNA.  

2.2.3 IDCS Output Impedance Analysis 

Generally, in the NB topology, LNA has an inductive load instead of a resistive load, as shown in Figure 

6. There are several reasons to use an inductor instead of a resistor on the load. The first one is to 

minimize the NF, noting that the resistor will add thermal noise. The second one is to maximize the 

voltage swing, because in DC behaviour, the frequency is zero and the inductor will act as a short circuit 

which maximizes the voltage swing, while in the resistor case, the voltage swing will be decreased by 

the amount of DC voltage drop across the resistor. The third one is that, in AC behaviour, the LNA will 

act as a Low Pass Filter (LPF) in the resistor case, while in the inductor case, it will act like a Band Pass 

Filter (BPF) at certain frequencies. 

To explain how the IDCS LNA with load inductor (Ld) acts as a BPF, we should mention that Ld has a 

parasitic resistance modelled as a small series resistor (Rds), as shown in Figure 7. a, where the value of 

Rds depends on the inductor value and its quality factor. For further discussion, the quality factor (Q) 

must be introduced. 

Q is the parameter used to discover the characteristics and performance of the circuit. The most basic 

definition is embodied in Equation (9) [17]-[18]. 

                      Q = ω ×
Energy Stored

Average Power Dissipated
, where 𝜔 is the angular frequency.              (9) 

Also, Q can be used as a measure of how lossy the component is, as shown in the Equations below: 
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QL =
XL

R
=

ω∗L

R
                                                                 (10) 

Qc =
|Xc|

R
=

1

ωCR
                                                                (11) 
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Figure 6. IDCS LNA with load inductor.    Figure 7. LNA with load inductor (Ld). a) Ld with its series                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

resistor (Rds). b) Ld as a part of parallel RLC circuit.  

                                                                                  c)LNA load at the resonance frequency (ωo). 

From Equation (10), The value of Rds can be found as expressed in Equation (12). 

Rds =
Ld∗ω

QLd
                                                                   (12) 

where Rds is a series resistor, as shown in Figure 7. (a), Ld is the drain inductor and QLd is the quality 

factor of the inductor Ld. 

As shown in Figure 7(a), we have a series (RL) circuit on the load, where the series (RL) circuit can be 

converted into a parallel (RL) circuit using Equation (13) that shows the quality factor for a parallel 

(RL) circuit. 

QLd =
Rdp

Ld∗ω
  , then Rdp=QLd∗ω∗Ld                                                (13) 

where Rdp is the parallel resistor, as shown in Figure 7 (b). 

The value of Rdp  depends on the Ld  value and its quality factor and angular frequency. After the 

conversion, we have a parallel RLC circuit in the load, as shown in Figure 7 (b), Ld and Rdp have 

formed a parallel tuned circuit with CL, where CL represents the LNA parasitic capacitance and the input 

capacitance for the next circuit after the LNA, which might be a mixer or a buffer circuit.  

To match the output impedance to 50 Ω, Rdp should be equal to 50 Ω and Ld should resonate with CL 

at the operating frequency (output resonance frequency), which can be expressed as shown in Equation 

(14): 

ωo =
1

√LdCL
                                                                       (14) 

2.2.4 Cascode IDCS 

IDCS topology has bad isolation between input and output due to the Miller capacitor. To solve this 

problem, cascode IDCS LNA, as shown in Figure 8, has been used to improve the reverse isolation 

between input and output by reducing the effect of the Miller capacitor, which may cause instability. 

Transistor M2 has a minor influence on the noise behaviour of the LNA and its contribution to the total 

noise can be disregarded [19], because the source of the cascode transistor is connected to a large 

resistance (M1 output resistance). 

The cascode IDCS has been selected for the designed LNA, since it can achieve narrow-band matching 

at the input and output at the operating frequency. Also, it can achieve a high gain, minimum noise and 

high reverse isolation. 
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2.3 Selecting Device Size and Biasing Voltages 

The next step is to find the optimum device size and biasing voltages to obtain the minimum NF and 

maximum gain by considering the power specification for the demonstrated LNA. The gm/ID method is 

used to find the optimum device size and biasing voltages, because there’s a disconnection between the 

actual transistor behavior and the simple square-law model [20]. Any square law-driven design 

optimization will be far from the simulation results. 

The solution to solve this problem is to begin the design with precomputed simulation data using hand 

calculations. To achieve our goal in maintaining a systematic design methodology in the absence of a 

set of functional compact MOS equations, a strategy of using lookup tables or charts is followed. These 

tables or charts are obtained from the technology characterization via DC Sweep simulation of the 

transistor model, as shown in Figure 9. 
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Vout
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VDD
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M1

M2

CL

VB

                

M1 VDS

VGS

IDS

 
            Figure 8. Cascode IDCS LNA.                Figure 9. CMOS test circuit for acquiring gm/ID charts. 

To find the optimum device size and biasing voltages for minimum NF and maximum gain from the 

resulting charts, we should discuss Equation (15) that expresses the noise factor in general [2], [10], 

[21]. 

F = Fmin +
Rn

Gs
|Ys − Yopt|

2
                                                      (15) 

where Fmin is the minimum noise factor as expressed in Equation (16), Rn is the noise resistance, Gs is 

the source conductance, Ys  and Yopt  are the source admittance and the optimum admittance, 

respectively. 

Fmin = 1 +
2

√5

ω

ωt
√γδ(1 − |c|2)                                                  (16) 

To achieve minimum NF, we should satisfy the two parts of Equation (15). First, we should achieve 

minimum noise from the core transistor by finding the optimum value for biasing voltages and sizing. 

Second, Fmin can be achieved by the input matching circuit by making the source admittance (Ys) equal 

to the optimum source admittance (Yopt). To obtain minimum NF from the core transistor, we should 

increase the value of cut-off frequency (ft). From the first resulting chart between ft and gm/ID shown in 

Figure 10, we see that as long as gm/ID is low, ft will be high and NF is low, but as long as gm/ID is high, 

the gain will be high as well. There is always a trade-off between NF and gain, noting that we need 

optimum values for both of them. 

The y-axis in Figure 10, shows the cut-off frequency (ft=gm/Cgs) and the x-axis shows the gm-over-ID 

value (gm/ID).  

Any increase in the Vod value will cause an increase in ft and a decrease in the NF value, since 

Vod=2/(gm/ID), but at the same time, it will cause the power to be increased and the gain to be decreased. 

By multiplying ft with gm/ID, the resulting peak value will be the best point to choose the optimum value 

of Vod for maximum gain and minimum noise without increasing the power, as shown in Figure 11, 

where the y-axis shows the multiplication between cut-off frequency and gm/ID (FOM=ft*gm_over_ID) 

and the x-axis shows the overdrive voltage (VOD). 
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       Figure 10. ft versus gm/ID for an nMOS                       Figure 11. (ft gm/ID) versus Vod for an nMOS 

                           transistor.                                                                          transistor. 

From the value of Vod, the optimum value of gm/ID can be found, where gm/ID= 2/ Vod. After finding the 

optimum value of gm/ID, the optimum values of Vgs and current density (ID/W) can be found in Figures 

12 and 13, respectively. Figure 13 shows that the optimum values for gm/ID, Vgs and ID/W are 10, 0.65 

V and 29.73, respectively.  

Figure 12. Vgs versus gm/ID for an nMOS                      Figure 13. (ID/W) versus gm/ID for an nMOS 

transistor.                                                                      transistor. 

The value of ID has been selected based on the power budget for each standard. For example, for Wi-Fi 

and Bluetooth standards (when operated at 2.4 GHz), the maximum power is 10 mW, where power 

=ID*VDD. In the design circuit, the value of VDD that has been used is 1.8V and the maximum value of 

ID is 5.5 mA. After finding the ID value, from the optimum ID/W value that was found previously, we 

can now obtain the optimum device size for each standard for minimum NF, maximum gain and specific 

power. 

2.4 Selecting RF Inductor 

The values of RF inductors (Lg, Ls and Ld) should be chosen carefully based on several factors: 

1) Inductor value at the operating frequency (2.4 GHz). 

2) Inductor quality factor at the operating frequency, as it affects NF and power gain. 

3) Inductor self-resonance frequency (SRF). It should be far from the operating frequency, because 

at SRF, the inductor resonates with its parasitic capacitance [16]. Figure 14 shows how the 

inductor acts at its SRF while the input impedance is at its peak and the effective inductance is 

zero, since the negative capacitance reactance (XC=1/jωc) cancels the inductive reactance (XL 

= jωL). 

All the TSMC 0.18-μm PDK inductors were being tested at the operating frequency and the results are 

summarized in Table 2. To choose the best inductor with the highest quality factor, the SRF should be 

far away from the operating frequency, w is the inductor width, rad is the inductor radius, nr is the 

number of turns and Q is the inductor quality factor. 
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Figures 15 and 16 show the tested inductor value and its quality factor at the operating frequency. 

 
Figure 14. Representing how the inductor acts at its self-resonance frequency (SRF). 

Figure 15. Representing the tested inductor value            Figure 16. Representing the tested inductor  

          at the operating frequency.                                   quality factor at the operating frequency. 

Table 2. TSMC 0.18-μm PDK inductors. 

L1 L (nH) W (μm) rad (μm) nr Q SRF (GHz) 

Minimum inductance @ 2.4 GHz 0.22 15 30 0.5 7 0.1 

Maximum inductance @ 2.4 GHz 25.6 15 125 5.5 5.3 3 

Med. @ 2.4 GHz 9.9 15 64 5.5 1.4 5.5 

L2 L (nH) W (μm) rad (μm) nr Q SRF (GHz) 

Minimum inductance @ 2.4 GHz 0.48 30 30 1.5 7.86 0.1 

Maximum inductance @ 2.4 GHz 14.64 30 70.3 5.5 1.15 3 

Med. @ 2.4 GHz 9.6 30 37 5.5 2.9 4.5 

L3 L (nH) W (μm) rad (μm) nr Q SRF (GHz) 

Minimum inductance @ 2.4 GHz 0.23 15 40 1 9.3 0.1 

Maximum inductance @ 2.4 GHz 26.6 15 120 5 4.16 3 

Med. @ 2.4 GHz 9.5 15 76 5 7.6 5.5 

L4 L (nH) W (μm) rad (μm) nr Q SRF (GHz) 

Minimum inductance @ 2.4 GHz 0.54 30 65 1.5 7.24 0.1 

Maximum inductance @ 2.4 GHz 28.54 30 117 5 0.74 2.5 

Med. @ 2.4 GHz 9.26 30 65 4.9 5.34 4 

3. SIMULATION RESULT 

The demonstrated LNA has been designed using the TSMC CMOS 0.18 μm technology and simulated 

using ADS RF circuit simulator. Figure 17 shows the design circuity schematic for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 

standards with all on-chip components. 
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Figure 17. The designed IDCS LNA schematic targeted for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth standards. 

The designed LNA uses the source-degenerative cascode topology. The input stage is composed of Ls, 

Lg, M1 and Cex. External capacitor (Cex) has been added between gate and source of the input transistor 

M1 to minimize design area and NF at low power consumption [19], [21]. 

These inductors and external capacitors are used for input matching. Transistors M4 and M5 are used as 

LNA biasing circuits, forming a current mirror to set bias current with RB. The output matching network 

consists of M2 and LD. The drain inductor LD should resonate with the total drain capacitance and provide 

a high enough impedance to obtain a decent gain, hence achieving the desired frequency.  

The last stage in the design of the design circuity is the output buffer. This buffer is incorporated into 

the overall LNA design to match the output impedance to a network analyzer for measurement purposes. 

The common source buffer translates the high impedance path at the gate of M3 to the low impedance 

path at the drain of M3. In addition, coupling capacitances CB1, CB2 and CB3 are at the input and output of 

the cascode stage and the buffer stage, respectively. All design values of the components and biasing 

voltages are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. 

Table 3. The designed IDCS LNA component values. 

Component Value 

Transistor M1 width, W1 163.5 µm 

Transistor M2 width, W2 96 µm 

Transistor M3 width, W3 160 µm 

Transistor M4 width, W4 9 µm 

Transistor M5 width, W5 22.5 µm 

Transistors’ length, L 0.18 µm 

Lg 9.42 nH 

Ls 1.25 nH 

LD 9.42 nH 

L1 2.2 nH 

Cex 188 fF 

CB1, CB2 and CB3 5 pF 

RB1, RB2 50 kΩ 

RD 50 Ω 

Vdd 1.8 V 

Iref 200 µA 

Table 4. The designed IDCS LNA biasing voltages. 

Transistor Biasing voltages 

M1  VD =548 mV, VG=629 mV, VS=4.14 mV 

M2  VD =1.8 V, VG=1.34 V, VS=548 mV 

M3  VD =1.56 V, VG=629 mV, VS=8.4 mV 

M4  VD =629 mV, VG=629 mV, VS=0 mV 

M5  VD =1.34 mV, VG=1.34 V, VS=629 mV 
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Figure 18 shows the achieved simulation results for power gain (S21) and maximum power gain. The 

demonstrated LNA has achieved more than 22 dB S21 at the desired frequency (2.4 GHz) and is very 

close to the maximum gain value that can be achieved at the desired frequency. As shown in Figure 19, 

the design circuity achieved an NF of 1.75 dB, almost equal to the minimum NF that can be achieved at 

the desired frequency. Figure 20 shows the achieved reverse transmission coefficient (S12), input 

reflection coefficient (S11) and output reflection coefficient (S22) at 2.4 GHz. The stability simulation 

result is shown in Figure 21, where the stability coefficient is greater than one, which means that the 

designed LNA is unconditionally stable at the desired frequency. 

     Figure 18. Maximum gain and S21 simulation               Figure 19. NF and minimum NF simulation  

     results of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA.                results of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA. 

    Figure 20. S11, S22 and S12 simulation results                    Figure 21. Stability factor simulation result 

       of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA.                                 of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA. 

Simulation results of P1-dB compression point and IIP3 as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23, are –19 

dBm and – 13.5 dBm, respectively. All targeted and achieved performance parameters of (Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth) IDCS LNA are summarized in Table 5. 

Figure 22. Output power gain versus input power                  Figure 23. IIP3 simulation result of IDCS 

      pin of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA.                                     (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA. 

The demonstrated LNA performance has been simulated for different process corners, supply voltages 

and temperatures at 2.4 GHz. The Figures below (Figure 24–Figure 28) show the corners’ simulation 
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(Typical-Typical corner (TT), Fast-Fast corner (FF) and Slow-Slow corner (SS)) results of LNA 

performance parameters when the LNA operates for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth standards over temperature 

and voltage variations. As shown from the figures below, the designed LNA has a good performance 

over process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations.  

Table 5. All targeted and achieved performance parameters of (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) IDCS LNA. 

Performance parameters Targeted specifications Achieved results 

NF < 3.5 dB 1.75 dB 

S21               > 15 dB  22.75 dB 

S11 < -10 dB  -30.11 dB 

S22 < -10 dB -11.23 dB 

S12 < -40 dB -60.49 dB 

IIP3    > -15 dBm -13.5 dBm 

P1-dB    > -20 dBm -19 dBm 

Power consumption               < 10 mw 6.16 mW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. S11 simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at 

TT, FF and SS corners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25. S22 simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at 

TT, FF and SS corners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. S12 simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at 

TT, FF and SS corners. 
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Figure 27. S21 simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at 

TT, FF and SS corners. 

 
Figure 28. NF simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at 

TT, FF and SS corners. 

Table 6 shows a comparison of state-of-the-art LNA performances. Because the LNA performance  

depends on several parameters, like NF, gain, linearity and power consumption, the Figure of Merit 

(FOM) equation has been used to compare the demonstrated LNA performance with other LNA circuit 

performances. The FOM equation includes Gain, NF, IIP3, operation frequency (fo) and power 

consumption (PDC) as follows [22]-[23]: 

FOM[GHz] =
Gain[Lin.]∗IIP3[mW]∗fo[GHz]

(F−1)∗PDC[mW]
                                         (17) 

The demonstrated LNA has the best FOM among the published NB CMOC LNAs shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. A comparison of state-of-the-art LNA performances. 

Ref. [This work]  [4] 2015 [5] 2018 [6] 2020 [7] 2016 [8] 2017 [9] 2017 

fo   [GHz] 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 

Tech. [nm] 180 180 180 180 90 180 130 

Integration Fully Partially Partially Fully Fully Fully Fully 

Type of results Simulation Simulation Simulation Measurement Measurement Simulation Simulation 

PDC  [mW] 6.16 9.68 48 2 3 NA NA 

NF [dB] 1.75 1.2 2.62 8.7 1.8 3.14 10.2 

S21 [dB] 22.75 14.55 18.24 14.1 13 12.68 10.97 

S11 [dB] −30.11 −14.15 −15.95 −14 −10 −13.5 −5.56 

S22 [dB] −11.23 −10.6 −13.89 NA −10 −10 NA 

S12 [dB] −60.49 −19.46 −46.05 NA −20 −33.85 NA 

IIP3 [dBm] −13.5 −22.41 NA NA −8.9 NA 17 

P1-dB [dBm] −19 −16.43 NA −14.6 NA NA NA 

FOM [GHz] 8.07 0.12 NA NA 3.75 NA NA 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented a simple and comprehensive design methodology for narrow-band CMOS LNA. 

The methodology is applied in realizing the IDCCS LNA for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth standards. The gm/ID 

method had been used to optimize the device values for both maximum power gain and minimum NF 

without exceeding the specified power budget. The circuit is implemented with TSMC CMOS 0.18μm 

technology using Advance Design System (ADS) RF simulation toolkit. Following the proposed 

methodology, the design has achieved a power gain (S21) of 22.75 dB, a reverse isolation (S12) of -60.49 

dB, input and output reflection coefficients (S11 and S22) of -30.11 dB and -11.23 dB, respectively. An 

NF of 1.75 dB has been achieved with the linearity metrics (P1-dB and IIP3) of (-19 dBm and -13.5 dBm). 

Note that with a stability factor of 3.48, the circuit is unconditionally stable at the operating frequency 

of 2.4 GHz. The design power consumption is 6.16 mW from a voltage supply of 1.8V. A superior FOM 

of 8.07 was obtained using this design methodology. With PVT variations, the design performance 

metrics still fall within the design specifications with minimal deviations from the typical values 

obtained. Future work will include an integrated circuit fabrication of the used LNA. 
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 ملخص البحث:

رررررر ن  ل تعرررررر الورررررريقلً لتصرررررربلر مترررررربلّ الررررررمنخلض الرررررر لضا  ضرررررر ل ررررررنل لً  ل رررررر  لضرررررر    لً  ل

رررررر ن لو رررررر لضعرررررر من ل و انرررررر يل  لطنرررررربلً   مترررررربلً متا ررررررربالتررررررخللتلررررررمنخلض الرررررر لضرررررر    لً  ل

لضترررررررر ًتقل جن رررررررر ون تمالوصرررررررر لتررررررررخللت  نرررررررريل ًتً لل4 2)وًيل رررررررر يتلول)عطلتررررررررلاتلل رررررررر لترررررررر    

لً   مترررررربلل18 0ل رررررر لضررررررل ً اللررررررمنخلع  ررررررا  ً لت  ل لجنرررررر ل ضن  وضنارررررر ذلوضررررررالط رررررر ال رررررر يل

لض ررررر  رىللطررررررلطيللةتررررر  للمطنررررر  لط ررررر   لوعكررررريقلً   متررررربال ً متا رررررربلمم ررررربلت انتكررررر لع ررررر   

مم ررررررربلً ىلرررررررلمللطررررررررلً ى رررررررخلًنضسررررررر لوًخدىنررررررر  ً لً مسطررررررررل طا ًدم رررررررالتً لً م رررررررا  ضبل

ل ويل ْ  ل منمًدنبلً تة ت  ل

 لً الرررررر   ً لً  ً ملمرررررربلً م ررررررا  ضبلكرررررري  التىرررررر  لً   مترررررربلً متا ررررررربلضعرررررر من لً انرررررر تلضط رررررر 

لطررررررررلً  ص صررررررربلع ررررررر ىّللطررررررررلضع ضررررررر لً  رررررررل  الوتررررررر   لً ررررررر دنبلً ررررررريًت الوً م ررررررر رب لومىتررررررر ل

 م رررررنا العن مرررررر لماطرررررمل تْرررررر لً  جرررررل ل طمرررررر   لل75 22ً اللرررررمنخلً متاررررر ةلك رررررر لصةررررر ت لضترررررر ًتقل

ل23 11- م ررررررررنا الو ترررررررر لً  جررررررررل ل طم رررررررر  لل49 60- م ررررررررنا الوً عررررررررمملً ع  رررررررر لل11 30

لضررررررربلدت ررررررربلًخد رررررررغ رلماغنررررررر ً لً ا  لكمررررررر لتاطرررررررمل م رررررررن -:ل)IIP3وللP1-dBً   نررررررربل  ررررررر  

19dBm(13.5-تللولdBmررررررر ن ل تررررررر لعطرررررررمل تاللطررررررررلً ا تنررررررر  لطضررررررر ل نمررررررر لماعطررررررر لعررررررر صخلً  ل

ل طتةرررررر ت لل16 6 م ررررررنا العن مرررررر لم رررررراكط لً م الرررررر لصةرررررر ت لضترررررر ًتو لل75 1 ضنطرررررر لوًرلضرررررربلضلرررررر ت 

ل ل ت ل8 1مع  ل  ص لّ  لً  ك لماطمل
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